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Why Learn with Multiple Sources? 1
	z What are some situations in your life in which learning from multiple sources has deepened your 

understanding or changed your perspective? What’s the power of reading multiple sources for 

you? If you haven’t thought about this in a while, take a moment to reread the two excerpts about 

the trapped whale in Chapter 1 (pages 5–6). What did you add to your learning by reading the 

two excerpts? What have you done in the past to nurture students’ sensemaking of the content 

in multiple sources? What have you noticed as the value of these experiences? How do your 

experiences resonate with the ideas in Chapter 1?

	z What are points in your content area or language arts curriculum where you know you could 

incorporate reading–viewing–listening to multiple sources to deepen students’ thinking?
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2Planning:  

Establishing Purposes for Reading 

and Selecting Sources

In this chapter, there are two examples for sets of sources (pages 22–25). Try creating a similar set of sources 

for your students. Here are a few questions to consider:

1. What is a content-area topic you are studying with students now or in the near future? Or what is 

an engaging content-area topic on which students might want to read multiple sources?

2. What are two to three sources you can easily access on this topic that have some similarities in 

content? Does this include a variety of formats like some type of image, a graphic, or an audio/

video clip? 

3. What idea does each of the sources address that might serve as a purpose for reading–listening–

viewing each source? (Sometimes this process works better when you address Question 3 before 

Question 2.)

4. How could you phrase the idea you pondered in Question 3 as a purpose for reading? Or what 

might be a more general purpose for reading? (An example of a general purpose is, “What are 

you learning that’s new information?”)
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3Teaching:  

Lesson Ideas for Reading and 

Thinking Across Sources

This chapter describes nine specific lesson ideas for teaching with multiple sources. Choose a lesson idea 

that resonates with you. What about the pedagogy (the approach to teaching) in this lesson resonated 

with you? Would this lesson work with the set of sources you created in response to Chapter 2? Why or 

why not?

	z Draft an idea for a lesson. (See sample lessons beginning on page 35.) Notice that each of the 

lesson ideas incorporates three specific components:

1. Beginning the Lesson gives a clear focus for the lesson and provides students with an oppor-

tunity to read–view–listen to Source 1 as whole and sometimes to Source 2, as well.

2. Teaching with Source 1 engages the students in closely reading–viewing–listening and anno-

tating Source 1 (or part of the source) with a clear purpose. This may include you modeling or 

engaging in shared thinking aloud with the students. 

3. Teaching with Source 2 follows a similar pattern with the second source. (This can be done 

for additional sources as well.)

	z Consider a fourth component not addressed in the book: writing in response to the pair or set of 

sources. First, consider how a written response could be helpful to your students and to you. Might 

writing help to deepen or crystalize students’ understanding of the topic? Might it help you to 

formatively assess their understanding? Then, when you have a purpose for this writing in mind, 

consider: What might that writing look like? How might students plan for their responses? What 

might shared writing, with you as the scribe and students as the authors, look like?
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Supporting:  

Instructional Moves That Help Students 4
	z What is one instructional move discussed in this chapter that is already part of your practice and 

that you find helpful for students? What is another move that stands out and that you might try 

right away?

	z Currently, how are you using “Turn and Talk” in your classroom? Cummins talks about teachers 

modeling for students how to “listen and contribute” (pages 92–93) as they discuss multiple sources 

with a partner or in a small group. How might this lift the level of conversations in your classroom?

	z Consider Cummins’ “Assess, Affirm, Extend” conference sequence (pages 106–108). How does this 

resonate with your current practice?

	z Writing about multiple sources can be tricky for students; shared writing can initially make the task 

less daunting. Consider Figure 4.8’s piece of shared writing that Cummins completed with a group 

of students (page 109). How do you currently integrate shared writing into your practice? What are 

the possibilities for shared writing in your classroom when students need to write about multiple 

sources? 
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Releasing Responsibility:  

Student-Led Research with Inquiry Charts  

and Other Scaffolds
5

	z Consider Cummins’ take on what we mean by “independent learning.” (See the last three 

paragraphs on page 115.) How is this vision of learning currently at work in your classroom? How 

might you support students in going further with building their own pathways for learning, 

working productively with a mentor (you or another expert), and learning from peers and 

colleagues? 

	z Inquiry charts are introduced and discussed (pages 116–124). What are tools your students currently 

use to “track their learning and organize their notes”? How might inquiry charts support students 

in your classroom?

	z When your students are engaged in reading and making sense of multiple sources, what have you 

noticed gets in the way? Or what might get in the way? What does Cummins share that resonates 

with what you’ve noticed or might notice?
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6Assessing:  

Suggestions for Making Progress

	z How do you currently assess a student’s understanding of one informational source? How do you 

assess their understanding of multiple sources? 

	z When you consider the sample expectations and descriptors of performance (pages 144–145), what 

jumps out at you as helpful in thinking about your own students’ performances?

	z Cummins discusses the value of positioning students as partners in the assessment process. How 

does this currently play out in your classroom? What are the possibilities for making this a stronger 

part of your work with students?
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Making This Work Your Own:  

Finding Opportunities for Reading  

Across Sources
7

	z Which of the two models for teaching with multiple sources do you feel resonates with your 

current teaching practice? 

	z What are the possibilities for making teaching with multiple sources a regular experience in your 

classroom?
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